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FDA COMPLIANCE PROTOCOL







Pursuant to the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act, the FDA and FTC require 
that we follow a very specific and detailed protocol about what we 
can say about our products online, over the phone, and in person. 


Anyone working for CannaTape Sport must adhere to this protocol to 
ensure that our company maintains good standing with the FDA and 
other regulatory agencies. As a team member, you are responsible for 
what you say about our products to others— more so than someone 
who is just a customer. What you say could affect our standing with 
the FDA, so if you’re not sure if you can say something, please ask 
and we can help clarify. 


In this document, you’ll discover what you can say and what you 
can’t—as well as our complete FDA Compliance Protocol. 


FDA COMPLIANCE LEAD:
Sven Bergmann
COO and Founder


INTRODUCTION
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Essentially, they can and will shut down any company that makes 
drug-like claims or “structure-function” claims for their products.  
This includes claims made by any team member on our website,  
over the phone or in person. Many companies continue marketing 
their cosmetic products by making illegal claims. Comparisons to  
what others may claim is not helpful, and in fact, can put our  
company in jeopardy.  


WHY IS FDA COMPLIANCE SO IMPORTANT?
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A DRUG-LIKE CLAIM:


• Suggests that the product is intended for use in the “diagnosis, cure, 
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease”


• A structure-function claim can be made for a dietary supplement, but 
NOT a cosmetic. 


  • A structure-function claim suggests that products are “articles  
  intended to affect the structure or any function of the human body.” 


In addition to statements that expressly claim to diagnose, cure,  
mitigate, treat, or prevent disease, the FDA lists ten different ways  
that a company can make an illegal, implied disease claim. 
 
THESE INCLUDE, FOR EXAMPLE:


• A statement that the product or ingredient has an effect on the  
characteristic signs or symptoms of a disease; 


   This can be as obvious as “our CannaTape Sport Kinesiology   
  tape helps cure inflammation” to the not so obvious “our  
  CannaTape Sport Kinesiology tape removes swelling.” 


• A statement about the product or ingredient, that cites a scientific 
publication that refers to disease treatment; 


• Citations must NOT contain a reference to what an ingredient or 
product can do to treat a disease or symptom of a disease. 
An example of this would be—We write an article on CBD for    


WHAT ARE CLAIMS?
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treating athlete sprains, and cite an article that shows CBD can  
help reduce swelling. Even though we say that “studies show that 
CBD can help inflammation”—we 
 1) can’t link to the study or show it and  
 2) it’s a better approach to not even mention that studies  
 show anything.  
This should simply be stated that “CBD can help with exercise-
Induced inflammation.” 


• A statement that the product or ingredient is a substitute for therapy 
for a disease; 


   Examples—our CannaTape Sport Kinesiology tape is a natural   
  treatment. Or vitamin E is a powerful antioxidant.


 
• A statement that the product or ingredient has a role in the body’s 


response to a disease. 
Products can’t say they do anything to the response the body  
has when it has an injury or disease. An example of this would 
be “our CannaTape Sport can help with the pain caused by a 
herniated disc in your neck.”


 
• And there is a catch-all: Otherwise suggests an effect on injury  


or disease.
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Whether you’re writing an email, on the phone, or in a chat session, 
you must adhere to FDA compliance. Please make sure you use the 
appropriate claims in the documents when talking to a customer about 
their use of our products.


Also, when someone asks about pain issues, like aches, soreness, 
sprains, and others, here’s how you can respond.


“The FDA considers these injuries or diseases, so I can’t  
give specific product or ingredient recommendations based  
specifically for those conditions. What I can tell you is that  
there are some products that [insert approved claims.] Would 
you like to hear about them?”


If in email, you can just continue with the products.  
Instead of “Would you like to hear about them?” 


you can say,  
“These are…”


The FDA Compliance lead is always available to assist you with  
what you can and cannot say. Please discuss any claims or situations 
you have questions about with her to determine if the situation  
is/was appropriate.


CUSTOMER SUPPORT, AND FDA COMPLIANCE
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When writing for the public, we must be extremely careful not to  
make any illegal disease treatment or structure-function claims. So  
all emails, testimonials, and blog articles that promote products must 
be reviewed by the FDA Compliance lead.


Please keep in mind that anything we choose to publish containing 
claims on our web channels could potentially violate our FDA  
compliance program and place the company in jeopardy of FDA or 
FTC legal action—this includes comments, testimonials, questions, 
videos, Facebook Live, or someone else’s article. So if a testimonial 
claims that the customer cured an issue using the product, we cannot 
publish that aspect of the testimonial—since it implies that you can 
use that product as a drug to treat a disease or condition. Anything 
our customer claims in a testimonial is ours. If we “like”, publish or link 
to a testimonial, the company is responsible for making that claim.


When writing—always—make sure that you review the claim sheets 
to ensure you’re not making any illegal claims. But for some mediums 
there are some additional things to review:


SOCIAL MEDIA:
• Make sure customers are not posting reviews with claims. If so, 


please either remove the post completely or cut out the part of the 
claim that is in violation of the FDA regulations. 


• Do not like a customer testimonial—on their page or ours—that has 
an illegal claim in it. This endorsement could imply that we agree the 
product can do the thing that they have claimed.


WEB COPY, SOCIAL MEDIA,  COPY WRITING, BLOG WRITING,  
AND FDA COMPLIANCE
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VIDEO PRODUCTION:
• Review all scripts beforehand for claims.


• Review the video after editing and make editing adjustments if there 
are illegal claims.


BLOG WRITING:
• We can talk about ingredients and what they do, but they must have 


the same “no structure and function” claims as the products.


• If we want to talk about the products in a blog post, we cannot  
have any structure-function claims regarding that product in that 
post at all.


• Please note that illegal claims cannot be made in the URL for the 
blog post as well.


The FDA Compliance lead is always available to assist you with what 
you can and cannot write or post. Please err on the side of caution 
when writing and have someone review what you have written if 
you’re unsure.


WEB COPY, SOCIAL MEDIA,  COPY WRITING, BLOG WRITING,  
AND FDA COMPLIANCE
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